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FROM THE PASTOR
Go to your bedroom or living room.
Take a moment and review colors
surrounding you.

Your next assignment— look at tonight
or tomorrow’s sunset.

What do you see?

How To Use Your Eyes by James
Elkins (Professor, The Art Institute of
Chicago) is your guide.

Now, turn off all the lights.
The colors have vanished.
Why? Light is connected to color.
The retina is located at the back of your
eyes—containing light sensitive cells (rods
and cones). You have around 120 million
rods in each retina, which distinguish light
from dark; cones are more responsive to
color, 6 million in each retina.
You have 3 different types of cones, each
tuned to various wavelengths of light.

Are clouds in the air? If so, sunsets
can be any color.
The sky is cloudless?
Colors will follow specific sequence.
30 minutes before sunset, the sun
affects the color of the sky. Light
begins to turn faintly yellow. In a few
minutes, colors will differentiate into
horizontal stripes.
Continued on page two
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The sun now develops a dull brownish
halo, surrounded by a bluish-white hue
above, turning orange and red (colors are
at their most intense).
A few moments before the sun sets in the
west, the dark Earth Shadow begins to
rise in the east—it is the shadow of the
entire earth, cast upward into the
atmosphere in the east (the dark grayblue portion of the sky).
Finally, 15 to 20 minutes after sunset, a
purple glow or light appears caused by
fine particles between 6 and 12 miles up
in the air.
Richard Rohr describes the Trinity as a
Circle Dance of Love between God the
Father, God the Son and God the Holy
Spirit. The ancient Greeks referred to
space between movement as The Music
of the Spheres.

July’s worship offers a chance to look
around and discover a wide spectrum of
colors:
July 3: Psalm 100 - Be Joyful!
July 10: Psalm 121 - Be Guided!
July 17: Psalm 46 - Be Confident!
July 24: Psalm 23 - Be Comforted!
July 31: Psalm 91- Be Glad!

Read each Psalm selected for worship.
Can you see? What colors does the light
of scripture reveal?
Blessings all,
Tommy
Welcome to new members
written into the story of Third!
Theresa Greer and Albert Gunn

Eric Shadrick

A vivid representation of color is
discovered in Genesis 9:13:
I have set my rainbow in the
clouds, and it shall be a sign of the
covenant between me and the
earth.

Maryann Bain

God is infinite, enthusiastic, and creative.
How would your mental and physical
health improve—committing less time to
noise of politics and negativity—and
more time looking around…
Rich Mullins sums up:
There’s so much beauty around us for
just two eyes to see. But everywhere
I go—I’m looking…
Linda Ramey
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Family
Ministries
Rev. Drew Phillips
Minister to Families

This month our Senior High (July 1016) and Junior High (July 17-23) will
be at Lake Springfield Baptist Camp.
This has been a special time to get
away, spend time together playing,
praying and growing.
I am so thankful for Natalie Thiems
and her leadership as a counselor
and champion of this camp and our
students.

The youth have continued our “chicken
sandwich challenge” and will share results
when we conclude!
Our children continue to enhance our
worship with their presence and their art.
Thank you for being a community that
welcomes children, lets them stage-whisper
in worship, and draw and create, send them
to camp, give them goofy opportunities to be
together, welcome them for tutoring and
play. I am reminded to say, “Thank you,
Third,” as I recently read this quote:
“Sometimes we are so focused on the potential of
children to grow into whatever exciting persons
they may be that we forget that they already are
those persons, and that their potential may not be
lying in the future but embedded within them in the
present. Our hope for the world isn’t just in waiting
for the next generation to rise up for change; it is
mining for the hope they generously gift us, if only
we have the eyes to see and the ears to hear. It is
never a waste of time or energy to sit in the
presence of a child.”

Grace and Kaylin
focused on artistic
expressions of the
trinity during
morning worship

Cindy Wang Brandt ~
Parenting Forward: How
to Raise Children with
Justice, Mercy, and
Kindness
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Tyler and Mia creating art for an
emphasis on the Trinity

Third is thrilled to have Andre’
Jackson as a summer intern.
Andre’ will enter his final year
at Ridgewater College,
Willmar, MN this fall.
Andre’ has helped in worship
leadership, teaching children’s
Sunday School, assisting with
Food Pantry and hanging out
with the youth. Andre’ will
counsel at Junior and Senior
High Camps as well.
It is a gift when one our own
comes back to share his gifts.
Thank you, Andre’ for spending
your summer with us!
We love you and are proud of
you.
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Kit Ripley
Kit's primary ministry is with Imago Art Studio,
an outreach of the New Life Center Foundation
(NLCF) in northern Thailand. She provides direct
clinical care for survivors of trauma including
sexual abuse, human trafficking, and domestic
violence through therapeutic art groups and
life-skills workshops. She also promotes spiritual
formation through preaching, Bible teaching,
and facilitating art and contemplative prayer
retreats.
Additionally, Kit provides support and
consultation for the New Life Center
administrative team and board of directors,
does staff development and training, and assists
with guest relations and promotional materials.
Support Kit Ripley as a Global Servant of
International Ministries:
shorturl.at/brvKQ

To my Third Baptist Family,
Thank You for your many prayers, cards, calls, well
wishes and flowers. You don’t know how much your
support has meant to me.
You are always so thoughtful and generous.

THANK YOU!
Ruby Whiteside
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Adult Discipleship
7 p.m.
Tuesday, July 12: Carla and Clara Jackson’s
home
Tuesday, July 19: Tommy and Caren Simons
Friday, July 29: All are invited to meet in the
lobby of the Saint Louis Art Museum
We are continuing the study of Rob Lamb’s
upcoming book on personal and community
transformation.

JULY BIRTHDAYS
04
06
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
25
29

Linda Roos
Tommy Simons
Harold Jackson
Arris Harris &
Alice Worrell
Elizabeth Hoffman
Lynda Sharpe
Elijah Kimler
Marvelle Johnson
Andrea Banks
Simon Bailey
Karen Stewart
Gerri Robins
Dea Hoover
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In the city for good!
620 North Grand Blvd
St. Louis, MO 63103
Office 314.533.7340
third-baptist.org
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